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Abstract:  
Intrinsically disordered proteins and protein-regions (IDRs) make up roughly 30% of the human             
proteome and play vital roles in a wide variety of biological processes. Given a lack of persistent                 
tertiary structure, all of the residues in an IDR are, to some extent, solvent exposed. This                
extensive surface area, coupled with the absence of strong intramolecular contacts, makes            
IDRs inherently sensitive to their chemical environment. Despite this sensitivity, our           
understanding of how IDR structural ensembles are influenced by changes in their chemical             
environment is limited. This is particularly relevant given a growing body of evidence showing              
that IDR function is linked to the underlying structural ensemble. We develop and use a               
combined experimental, computational, and analytical framework for high-throughput        
characterization of IDR sensitivity we call solution space scanning. Our framework reveals that             
IDRs show sequence-dependent sensitivity to solution chemistry, with complex behavior that           
can be interpreted through relatively simple polymer models. Our results imply that            
solution-responsive IDRs are ubiquitous and can provide an additional layer of biological            
regulation. 
 
 
Intrinsically disordered proteins and protein-regions (IDRs) play key roles in mediating cellular            
signalling, transcriptional regulation, and homeostatic functions1. IDRs differ from well-folded          
proteins in that they exist in an ensemble of rapidly changing configurations (Fig. 1a). This               
conformational ensemble is often tied to IDR function 2–4. IDR ensembles have extensive surface             
area exposed to the surrounding solution, and few non-covalent intramolecular bonds that            
constrain their structure. As such, IDR ensembles are highly malleable and can be strongly              
affected by the chemistry of their surrounding environment5. Inside the cell, the chemical             
composition can change due to routine cell-cycle events or external stress6–10. The plasticity of              
IDR ensembles makes them ideal sensors and actuators of these changes11–13, but perhaps             
also impairs their activity in deleterious environments such as metabolically rewired cancer            
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cells14. Still, little effort has been directed at systematically characterizing IDR sensitivity to             
solution changes.  
The effects of solution chemical changes on protein structure can be likened to a “tug-of-war”               
between intra-protein interactions and interactions between protein moieties and the          
surrounding solution. This tug-of-war is a balance that can be shifted by changes to sequence               
(mutations or post-translational modifications)15,16, but also by changes in the physical-chemical           
composition of the intracellular environment9,14. While the sensitivity of IDRs to solution            
composition has been discussed 13,17,18, it has not been systematically characterized. Here we            
set out to systematically evaluate the sensitivity of IDRs to changes in their surrounding              
environment.  
 
A high-throughput approach to reveal IDR dimensions using ensemble FRET 
 
We use “solution space” scanning to characterize IDR sensitivity to solution composition            
changes. This is analogous to “sequence space” scanning, but uses different chemical            
environments instead of sequence mutations to probe protein behavior. To scan IDRs in             
solution space at high throughput, we developed a protocol that leverages ensemble FRET to              
report on changes in the average distance between their termini. We use a protein construct               
comprising an IDR of interest sandwiched between two fluorescent proteins (FPs) that together             
form a Fӧrster resonance energy transfer (FRET) pair (Fig. 1A). The FPs selected were              
mTurquoise2 19 (donor) and mNeonGreen 20 (acceptor)21,22. We chose four IDRs whose          
ensembles play functional roles: the 61-residue N-terminal transactivation domain of p53 (p53)4;            
the 34-residue BH3 domain of apoptosis regulating protein PUMA (PUMA)3; the 83-residue            
C-terminal domain of the yeast transcription factor Ash1 (Ash1)23; the 40-residue N-terminal            
domain of the adenoviral hub protein E1A (E1A)24. For each of these constructs the FRET               
efficiency, , was determined as described in SI Section S1.5. 
To derive changes in IDR dimensions from we began by measuring a series of Gly-Ser (GS)                 
repeats in our FRET backbone to generate a length-dependent point of reference. for these               
constructs scales linearly with GS repeats as expected (Fig. 1B, and see SI Section S1.6 ),               
allowing us to interpolate  for a GS linker of a given length to create a ratio : 

 

 

(1) 

 
where is the end-to-end distance between donor and acceptor FPs obtained from as              
described in SI Section S1.7 , and the superscript or refers to a specific IDR sequence or                  
a GS linker of the equivalent length, respectively. Thus, a negative value indicates the chain                
is more compact, while a positive value indicates it is more expanded, than a GS linker of the                  
equivalent length. Conveniently, allows us to plot IDRs of different lengths on the same axes.                
Our calculations of in neat buffer for different FRET constructs reveal a range of behaviors,                
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with Ash1 and p53 having more expanded, and PUMA and E1A more compact, ensembles              
(Fig. 1C ).  
 

 
 

Figure 1. (A) Fluorescence spectra normalized to donor peak intensity of a FRET construct in compacting                
(red), buffer (black), and expanding (blue) solutions. Cyan and green areas are base spectra of donor and                 
acceptor FPs, respectively. Inset shows single configurations for various degrees of expansion. (B) FRET              
efficiency of Gly-Ser repeat linkers vs. number of residues (N) in a buffer solution. UT is a solution of                   
untethered, equimolar donor and acceptor. Dashed line shows linear fit of the data. (C) Calculated for                 
FRET constructs in buffer determined by experiment (average of four repeats with 6 replicates each) and                
simulation (average of five repeats). Error bars are SD of all replicates/repeats.  
 
IDR ensemble dimensions are sensitive to solution composition and protein sequence,           
but not to length 
 
We next investigate how IDR dimensions change in different chemical environments. The            
solutions we use are not representative of the cellular environment. Instead, solutions            
containing osmolytes, polymeric crowders, polyols, free amino acids, denaturants and salts           
probe IDR structure by “pushing” or “pulling” against the attractions or repulsions of intra-protein              
interactions. We calculated for each combination of IDR/solution as described in SI Section              
S1.7. The resulting changes in reveal a distinctive solution-space "fingerprint" for each IDR              
(Fig. 2A ) and highlight that different sequences have different sensitivities to the same             
solute 25,26. This is in sharp contrast to the sensitivity of GS linkers, which all display a similar                 
fingerprint regardless of length (Fig. S1).  
 
Focusing on several solute archetypes reveals interesting trends (Fig. 2B). Short polyethylene            
glycol (PEG) chains, such as PEG200, display disparate effects on different sequences, causing             
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only Ash1 to compact, and the rest to expand, in line with other observations27. Larger polymers                
such as PEG2000 and Ficoll appear to compact the dimensions of all IDRs as shown for other                 
disordered proteins28, with a sequence-dependent magnitude that is stronger for Ash1 and            
PUMA. Smaller solutes like sarcosine and tricine also reveal a linear expanding or compacting              
effect, but show that different proteins expand or compact by different magnitudes under the              
same solution. Salts like NaCl display a characteristic non-monotonic effect, as described            
previously8,29,30. In ionic solutes, the initial expansion likely stems from screening of attractive             
electrostatic interactions that may in fact arise not only from the IDR chain but also from the FP                  
tags, as indicated by the effect on uncharged GS linkers (Fig. S1), while the compaction trend                
stems from specific ion effects, and differs between protein types31. Overall, the picture that              
emerges is that different solution environments affect IDRs in a way that strongly depends on               
sequence composition and arrangement, but much less on length. The full dataset is available              
in Tables S1-S2. 
 

 
 
Figure 2. (A) Solution space scans of IDRs. Each data point shows the average vs. concentration of a                   
specific solute for each protein taken from two repeats. Vertical lines show spread of repeats, and are                 
often too small to see. Proteins vary across columns, and solutes across rows. Background color               
represents the sensitivity of change to solute addition: stronger colors imply higher sensitivity, red hues               
indicate compaction, and blue hues indicate expansion. Purple background indicates non-monotonic           
behavior. (B) Differential response of IDRs to individual solutes. Each panel point is the average of the                 
solution-induced change in , , vs. concentration from two repeats of a specific solute for several                
different constructs. Vertical lines are the spread of the repeats. 
 
 
IDR dimensions in neat buffer predict sensitivity to solution changes 
 
To see how sensitivities play out in a larger range of IDRs, we turn to all-atom simulations. We                  
use the ABSINTH forcefield that has previously been shown to reproduce experimentally            
measured IDR ensembles (see SI Section 2.1 ).23,32–34 To maintain connection with experiments,            
we start by simulating GS linkers of various lengths (Fig. S2), and use ensemble-averaged               
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to calculate for simulated IDRs according to Eq. 1 . The simulation-derived for the four                
different proteins used in our experiments qualitatively agrees with our FRET experiments,            
aside from Ash1 which is significantly more expanded in simulations than our FRET             
experiments show (Fig. 1C). It is important to note that the absence of FPs in these simulations                 
dictates that the value of is necessarily different between experiment and simulations, and a               
quantitative match is not expected. 
 
We next wanted to see how other naturally occurring disordered sequences would respond to              
different solution conditions. We have previously designed and calibrated an approach to            
perform computational solution space scanning with ABSINTH.12 We selected 70 experimentally           
identified IDRs35, and used our computational solution space scanning approach to change            
interactions between the solvent and the backbone of these proteins, akin to the effect of               
osmolytes and denaturants36–38 (data in Table S3). We quantified the sensitivity of the protein to               
compacting or expanding solutions based on the extent of change in (Fig. S3). The dataset is                 
sorted from compact to expanded (negative to positive ) in Fig. 3A and shows little correlation                
with many sequence-based parameters, but relatively strong correlation with the change           

in solutions that cause the sequence to compact (repulsive          
solutions) or expand (attractive solutions). We refer to this value as the “solution sensitivity” of               
the protein. We plot the solution sensitivity , , vs. protein dimensions in buffer, , in Fig. 3B .                 
As expected from Fig. 3A , sequences with a negative have a larger tendency to expand, but                 
a limited ability to compact, and vice versa for positive . Remarkably, both compaction and               
expansion show the same dependence on , even at different solution interaction strengths             
(see Fig. S4 ). 
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Figure 3. All-atom simulations of IDR sensitivity to solutions. (A) Heatmap of protein sensitivity and               
molecular features. Protein identity varies from top to bottom across cells, and molecular features vary left                
to right. Colormaps are shown for each molecular feature. (B) The magnitude in attractive (blue) or                 
repulsive (red) solutions as a function of in aqueous solution for each protein in (A). Error bars                  
calculated from SD of 5 repeats. All data available in  Table S3. 
 
Predicting the extent of solution sensitivity in intrinsically disordered chains 
 
To see if the non-monotonic trend shown in Fig. 3B can be generalized, we measured               
solution-induced expansion and compaction in a lattice-based heteropolymer model detailed in           
SI Section 2.2 .23,34. We simulated a total of 10 4 sequences with lengths ranging from 20 to 100                 
residues in 11 solution conditions, and quantified and for each sequence/solution pair              
(Fig. S5 ). The trends from all-atom simulations, re-drawn as a density map in Fig. 4A, match                
the coarse-grained simulations shown in Fig. 4B . A non-monotonic change in is observed,              
with the inflection point centered approximately around = 0.0 and a ‘dead zone’ in the center                 
of the plot. For naturally expanded chains ( → 0.4) solution sensitivity is minimized, while for                
naturally compact chains ( → –0.4) a broad distribution of sensitivity is observed with respect               
to expansion, while sensitivity through compaction trends to zero. 
 
Based on these results, we developed an analytical homopolymer model to relate changes in              
chain-solvent interaction to chain dimensions (see SI Section 2.3 ). Using this model we             
generated chains with a specific value in buffer and perturbed the chain-solvent interactions,              
and directly calculated (Fig. 4C, Fig. S6). Despite being a simplified homopolymer model,              
our analytical expression revealed the same phenomenological pattern as obtained in our            
all-atom and coarse-grained simulations. 
 
The -dependence of the chain-solvent interaction strength is shown in Fig. 4D (black line),              
which reveals that depends on both the strength of the change in chain-solvent interaction               
and the value in an aqueous solution. Our model offers direct physical intuition as to the origin                  
of the complex relationship between χ and Δχ. Perhaps most importantly, it implies that while               
expanded or compact proteins display a wide range of sensitivities, IDRs where is around 0                
display a basal sensitivity to solution interactions. In this region, where most IDRs fall 39, even               
small changes to solution composition are predicted to have a measurable effect on IDR              
dimensions and/or residual structure.12 
 
Under the assumption that cosolute-protein interactions scale linearly25,40, we globally fit our            
experimental data onto our analytical model leveraging the fact that all experimental            
measurements start in the same neat buffer (Fig. 4E, Fig. S7 ). All solution perturbations can be                
rationally interpreted as driving sequence-dependent shifts along the coil-to-globule transition, in           
which the magnitude of the shift maps directly to modulation of chain-solvent interactions. The              
scaling factors required for this mapping qualitatively mirror known co-solute interaction           
coefficients, and reveal quantitative sequence-dependent differences in the solution response          
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(Fig. S8 ). Chain dimensions can also be represented using an apparent scaling exponent (ν app)              
(see SI Section 2.4 )41,42. The solvent-induced changes observed are substantial, and for many             
solutes drive changes equal to or greater than changes observed in IDRs due to mutagenesis34.  
  

 
 
Fig. 4 (A-C). Density maps of all-atom simulations shown in Fig, 3B (A), PIMMS coarse-grained               
simulations (B), and an analytical model (C) for solution sensitivity vs dimensions in aqueous buffer                

. (D) Coil-to-globule transition obtained from an analytical model (SARC = self-avoiding random coil).              
is measured as the height of the blue (contraction) or red (expansion) shaded regions. When the                 

same chain-solvent perturbation (Δsol ) is applied to a 100-residue chain with different starting values,               
very different are expected. (E) Projection of experimental data for Ash1 onto the analytical model                
from (D), with solute concentrations scaled to the change in mean-field chain-solvent interaction as              
compared with neat buffer. Chain dimensions are also shown by their apparent scaling exponent νapp .               
Mapping of other proteins is shown in Fig. S7. 
 
In this work we set out to measure the ability of IDRs to respond to chemical composition                 
changes in their surrounding solution. Although the solutions used here do not represent real              
cellular environments, they reveal that IDR ensembles carry an inherent, sequence-encoded           
sensitivity to changes in their chemical environment. This sensitivity can stem from different             
molecular features, and as far as we determined correlates only with the dimensions of the               
sequence ( ) in aqueous buffer. IDR function through conformational selection has been            
reported for numerous proteins. In this mechanism, function is linked to the conformational             
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ensemble of the IDR, directly linking environment-induced ensemble changes to IDR activity.            
The most exciting idea our data suggests is that changes in the chemical composition which               
commonly occur in the cell can tune the function (or malfunction) of intrinsically disordered              
proteins. 
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